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A beautifully presented and desirable three double bedroom house, located within one of the most
popular roads leading from New Church Road to the Seafront. Having been fully refurbished, all of
the space has been utilised perfectly and benefits from a West facing garden.

As you enter, the hallway allows access to all rooms and understairs storage. The first reception area
is of a very good size, with beautiful square bay and a shower room located just next to it, ideal if
you require sleeping accommodation to the ground floor or a fourth bedroom. To the rear is the
generous second reception room, with doors facing west and leads to the garden. The kitchen is also
located within this room and has been finished to a modern style with plenty of storage and work
surface. 

The first floor has three bedrooms, all of which are of a good size. The second and third face the
front of the building, the third with access to a balcony and fitted storage. To the rear is the master
suite, with walk-in wardrobe and en-suite shower room. The family bathroom is located between the
master and second bedroom, as well as an additional storage cupboard. 

There is planning in place for a loft conversion to add two additional rooms with a bathroom, or one
large master suite. The owner is willing to either introduce a purchaser to the building firm who had
completed the work so far or may be happy to complete the work, which has an asking price of
£999,950.

Langdale Gardens is located between New Church Road and Kingsway, where you will find good bus
routes on either of them. Richardson Road is close by, with a wonderful selection of coffee shops and
local independent stores. This house is just a few minutes walk to the seafront and Hove lawns.
Hove or Aldrington Station offers easy access to London, which is why this is always a popular area
for commuters.
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I moved down to Hove from London to be close to the sea and enjoy a more relaxed way of life.
However, I still needed to be close to the mainline local train stations as I still need to commute.
Langdale Gardens is a great location, Just around the corner from the Coffee and local shops, in fact,
we have nicknamed Richardson Road ''Our Village''.

Sad to leave, but work has taken me in a new direction.
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